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Easy measurement data acquisition now available  

The networking of measurement and testing technology often costs more than 
the actual equipment. One manufacturer of measurement devices is now using 
OPC UA. The communication standard can replace special field buses and thereby 
reduces costs.  
 
Networking in process automation is nothing new and is a task that has always required 
overcoming. The many fieldbus and network technologies available mean that financial 
expense can soon reach high levels. OPC UA is increasingly becoming established and 
therefore offers measurement and sensor technology the option to use a new 
communications standard. Businesses can then make use of harmonised, integrated 
communication which provides greater possibilities. Delphin recognised this trend early on 
and now offers its measuring devices with OPC UA.  

Gateways becoming superfluous  

At first, the networking of components in laboratory environments used IEEE interfaces or 
other serial and parallel bus systems. A multitude of fieldbus systems have now become 
established in the automation sector. These systems each have their pros and cons and 
compete for the attention of users.  

But there is one thing that all the systems have in common: connecting different field 
buses with each other is generally only possible via gateways which are generally difficult 
to configure. A gateway is often incapable of offering all the functions provided by a 
fieldbus system. Gateways generate costs and extra effort and the gateway business is so 
large that some firms are involved only in gateway products.  
 
OPC UA uses Ethernet  

As part of the networking environment, the OPC concept has been undergoing 
development for many years. Several evolutionary steps have now resulted the OPC UA 
which overcomes communication barriers between different systems. OPC UA has 
developed into a global language of automation and measurement technology.  

It is already being used widely in automation engineering with many products being 
equipped with an OPC UA interfaces. These range from controllers and frequency 
converters through to regulators and cameras. In measurement and sensor technology, 
the impact of OPC UA has also been recognized so that there already exists the first 
products with OPC UA interfaces. One example concerns the Expert series from Delphin: 
Expert Logger (data logger), Expert Vibro (vibration measurement) and Expert Transient 
(data recorder) are all equipped with interfaces for OPC UA servers and clients.  

Communicative data logging  

OPC UA was integrated firstly into the Expert Logger 400, a combined data logger and 
monitoring device. This ideally equipped the independently functioning system for 
universal measurement data exchange at field level and made it ready the needs of 
Industry 4.0. The Expert Logger device is also equipped with ProfiBus, ModBus, CAN-Bus 
and serial interfaces at the sensor and field levels. These interfaces are still currently 
required as additions to OPC UA but it is expected that a lot of communication will soon be 
transferred to the new standard.  
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The Expert Logger series from Delphin offers a range of models which, with 16 to 46 
analog inputs, are ideal for independent data acquisition and test stand automation All 
Expert Logger devices are equipped with an internal data storage capability. This means 
that if the connection to the cloud or PC fails, no data will be lost. Monitoring functions can 
also be performed independently within the device. Measurement data and threshold 
violations can be immediately transmitted to subsystems via OPC UA.  

The type 400 Expert Logger is equipped with 16 universal and differential analog inputs for 
measuring mV and mA signals or any type of thermocouple. The new Expert Logger also 
has the option of measuring Pt100(0) sensors or DMS. The device has a total of 24 
switchable digital inputs/outputs and can record edge and fault events at microsecond 
precision as well as being capable of outputting alerts. A total of six analog outputs enable 
the operation of regulator and control elements. As an interface to HMI, the Expert Logger 
device is optionally equipped with a WLAN or LTE connection in addition to USB and LAN 
interfaces. 
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